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“I have learned ...that no matter how serious your life  
requires you to be, everyone needs a friend to act goofy 

with..”  — Andy Rooney 
 

 Announcements 
 
April 6 & 7, 2020—ProDairy Herd Health and Nutrition 
Conference— A Virtual Conference, https://
prodairy.cals.cornell.edu/conferences/herd-health-nutrition/  
 
Thursday, May 7, 2020, 2 pm—5 pm—Spring Turnout 
Grazier Meeting— at Marchaland Farms, 211 Burton Rd., 
Easton.  The Big Three—Fencing, Feed Costs (Forage & Min-
erals), and Business Management.  If we cannot hold a live 
meeting, it will be online.  $10 Registration at https://
tinyurl.com/SpringTurnOut2020.  
 
April 21, 2020, 10:30 am-2:30 pm -Growing Great People: 
Training Skills for Dairy Farmers. Become an Effective On
-The-Job Trainer at the CCE Schohar ie County Office on . 
Trainings are conducted simultaneously in English and Span-
ish. Activity groups will be in single language or multi-lingual 
as needed. Cost is $20 per person and includes lunch. Register 
online at cnydfc.cce.cornell.edu/event.php?id=1114  Space is 
limited, so please register early.  Bring a standard operating 
procedure (SOP) from your farm.  
 
April 3, 2020, 10 am—11:30 am— COVID-19 and Your 
Produce Farm webinar - http://
agworkforce.cals.cornell.edu/2020/03/27/covid-19-and-your-
produce-farm-webinar/  
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Crops & Conservation -The University of Vermont Extension is offering a free webinar series to dis-
cuss current research on cover crops and conservation in various cropping systems, interesting findings, 
and common obstacles to implementing a successful cover crop and no-till program. Each webinar has 
a 30 minute presentation and ends with a 15 minute Q&A session.YouTube videos of completed webi-
nars will be posted when available. Go to the UVM NWCS Cover Crops webpage for the full schedule. 

 

FYI 
 
Cornell University has bred a New York spring malting barley variety and will be releasing it in 
2021, https://news.cornell.edu/stories/2020/03/new-barley-variety-cornell-leads-way-brewers 
 
Share Your Insight in SARE/CTIC/ASTA Cover Crop Survey Farmer insights are now being 
sought for the sixth nationwide cover crop survey by SARE, the Conservation Technology Information 
Center (CTIC) and the American Seed Trade Association (ASTA). The online questionnaire is now 
open at https://bit.ly/CCSurvey2020.  The survey takes about 10 to 15 minutes to complete. Partici-
pants who complete the survey can enter a drawing for Visa gift cards worth $100 and $200.  
 
“Check Bt proteins when making seed purchases” (from American Agriclturalist) 
https://www.farmprogress.com/crop-protection/check-bt-proteins-when-making-seed-purchases?NL=FP-001&Issue=FP-
001_20200326_FP-
001_911&sfvc4enews=42&cl=article_1_b&utm_rid=CPG02000002564878&utm_campaign=47901&utm_medium=email
&elq2=6685f414e100456e9a553a9657bca113  
 
The Handy Bt Trait Table helps you sor t out which corn hybr id brands have which traits and 
which pests the Bt traits control, https://www.canr.msu.edu/news/handy_bt_trait_table . 
 
Online Pesticide Applicator Recertification courses offered by the Cornell Pesticide Management 
Education Program can be found online http://pmepcourses.cce.cornell.edu/.  
 
A HERBICIDE RESISTANT WEED SURVEY will be conducted this summer  by Cornell r e-
searchers.  Think about weed issues last year and contact me this coming season if you suspect you 
have weeds resistant to herbicides. 
 

Articles to help you mange your situation with covid-19 
 
COVID-19 Resource Page on our CAAHP Blog, http://blogs.cornell.edu/
capitalareaagandhortprogram/caahp-covid-19-online-resource/  

 

Two articles from:      NY FarmNet, 350 Warren Hall, Ithaca NY 14853 

1-800-547-3276 nyfarmnet.org 
 

Managing Stress in Unprecedented Times 
By Jan Kirshenbaum, MSW, NY FarmNet, Consultant and  

Kate Downes, NY FarmNet Outreach Director 

First, a brief quiz, True or False: 
Anxiety is a good feeling. 

Feeling I have no control is fun. 
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If you answered “false” to both of those statements, you are in the company of most of the world. This is a 
time with no precedent, no reference points, no ability to remind ourselves “Well, the last time this happened, 
I __________.” There is no previous time with the novel coronavirus. 
 
Whatever our age, a life-altering event can leave us hoping there is some magical cure that will help us 
feel less bad: “If only I read the right book/ hear the right sermon/ go to the right workshop, I can learn 
how to feel less bad.” Unfortunately, no magic exists in this situation. Amplifying our fears is the fact 
that the ultimate “grown-ups”—the President, governors, hospital administrators—are telling us there 
will be no quick solutions to this situation, and it may get worse before it gets better. Taking all of that 
into consideration, there are a few things to keep in mind: 

Stress is character ized as inevitable events that occur  that are difficult for  us to manage or  influ-
ence: a scary medical diagnosis, milk and commodity prices that are low, weather that impedes crop 
production, tensions within our family. 

Distress is our  reaction to these events. Trying to figure out how to deal with the distress—and, 
hopefully reduce the distress—gives us back some control at a time when we may feel like we have no 
control. 

First, acknowledge the feelings you are experiencing: fear, anger, disappointment. This is no time to be a he-
ro; it is natural and universal to feel very bad in the midst of a catastrophic event such as this epidemic. 

Consider sharing some of your feelings with family and friends. Things that frighten and anger us tend to get 
smaller when exposed to air and light. 

At the same time, if you find yourself watching endless coverage of this pandemic on television, ask yourself 
if that is helping you or making you feel worse. 

Reach out to friends and family members on the phone or online to check in with them to see how they’re 

doing. 
Maintaining points of contact during uncertain times can help everyone. 
Many adults have learned some ways to try to lessen uncomfortable feelings when feeling distressed: go for a 
run, watch a funny movie, read to a child, walk outside, breathe. Engage in any of these coping strategies that 
you find works best for you. 

There are behaviors we turn to that have often caused us greater distress: drinking or eating too much, sleep-
ing too little, lashing out at the people we care about because we are so worried. To the degree possible, try 
not to increase these behaviors during this difficult time. If you feel you need assistance to manage any of 
these behaviors, there are trained professionals available who know techniques to address these issues. Re-
sources may include your pastor, the county mental health clinic, or NY FarmNet, or a trusted family mem-
ber or friend. 
 
Sometimes taking healthy steps on your own to lower stress is not enough, and that is ok. Recognize when 
you need more help. If problems continue, or you are thinking about suicide, talk to a doctor, social worker, 
or professional counselor. 

 
An initial step in dealing with uncertain economic times is to acknowledge the situation. Some time may be 
needed to come to terms with the present economic circumstances; however, conducting business as usual 
and not adapting can be detrimental. Searching for blame can waste valuable time and energy necessary to 
find workable solutions. 
 
Talking with family members involved in the farm business is critical in developing a plan. Discussing the 
farm’s financial status helps family members share concerns and avoid stress that may occur if they lack 
information. When everyone is familiar with available options and necessary actions, there may be an in-
creased willingness to help. Financial stress may upset an entire family; nevertheless, open communica-
tion and working together can overcome numerous obstacles. 
 
Managing financial stress requires a variety of approaches on farms and options vary among farm businesses. 
Each situation is unique, and NY FarmNet has helped thousands of farm families work through financial, 
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personal, and family stress issues. NY FarmNet consulting is free and confidential. If financial and/or 
personal and family stress are causing issues on your farm, give us a call at 1-800-547-3276 or contact 
us through our website at www.nyfarmnet.org. 
 

Managing Financial Stress on the Farm in Uncertain Times 
By Ed Staehr, 
Executive Di-

rector 

 
Current economic uncertainty related to COVID-19 is resulting in stress for many farmers. Normal 
consumer patterns of expenditures on food away from home have been altered, as restaurants are lim-
iting service to take out and consumers are staying home. For the dairy industry, consumers are pur-
chasing more fluid milk; however, this may not fully offset reduced demand in cheese utilized by res-
taurants and milk provided by schools. Stress cannot be avoided; nonetheless, one can take steps to 
identify stressors and manage them by putting together a plan for the future. 

 
An inability to consistently meet cash commitments is a key indicator of financial stress, as well as 
a sign that farm financial condition could benefit from closer examination. Fluctuating prices, ex-
cessive debt, high input costs, and other factors can result in financial stress on farms. Addressing 
financial issues early on allows for an increased level of control during the decision-making pro-
cess. Implementing measures to manage the situation as soon as possible will help reduce stress and 
prevent the need to take extreme actions in the future. Postponing the process of developing and 
implementing a farm business financial management plan leaves farmers with fewer options to ex-
plore in the future. 

 
Developing a cash flow management plan to meet cash commitments is critical for farm business con-
tinuity in the short term. There are a number of options for farms to consider when implementing a 
plan, such as selling unproductive assets, taking advantage of lower interest rates to refinance debt, 
especially current liabilities, or reducing non-farm expenditures. Moreover, identifying a farm busi-
ness’ largest expense categories and examining measures to reduce expenses within categories could 
also free up cash. Thoroughly evaluating purchases is another effective way to reduce financial stress 
by avoiding unnecessary spending. 

 
One should develop cash flow projections based on expected income and expenses to identify time 
periods when expenses could exceed income. Bringing in outside help is also beneficial. For exam-
ple, involving one’s lender can be critical in developing a plan to manage financial stress. A short 
term option that some lenders employ is allowing interest only payments on debt. 

 
Although having sufficient cash flow is critical in the short term, taking steps to ensure profitability is 
key to long term farm business survival. There are a number of profitability measures to utilize for 
financial analysis, including, but not limited to net farm income, return on assets, and return on equi-
ty. A farm business may be profitable in the long term, even though experiencing cash flow difficul-
ties in the short term. On the other hand, a farm business could have adequate cash flow and be un-
profitable. An example is a dairy farm that sells heifers to improve cash flow, but reduces a future 
income stream in milk sales by not having an adequate number of livestock for replacement or busi-
ness growth. Immediately concentrating on managing cash flow, while making a long term, focused 
effort on ensuring farm business profitability is a two-pronged approach to employ when managing 
in uncertain times. 

An initial step in dealing with uncertain economic times is to acknowledge the situation. Some 
time may be needed to come to terms with the present economic circumstances; however, con-
ducting business as usual and not adapting can be detrimental. Searching for blame can waste val-
uable time and energy necessary to find workable solutions. 

 

http://www.nyfarmnet.org/
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Talking with family members involved in the farm business is critical in developing a plan. Discuss-
ing the farm’s financial status helps family members share concerns and avoid stress that may occur 
if they lack information. When everyone is familiar with available options and necessary actions, 
there may be an increased willingness to help. Financial stress may upset an entire family; neverthe-
less, open communication and working together can overcome numerous obstacles. 

 
Managing financial stress requires a variety of approaches on farms and options vary among farm busi-
nesses. Each situation is unique, and NY FarmNet has helped thousands of farm families work through 
financial, personal, and family stress issues. NY FarmNet consulting is free and confidential. If financial 
and/or personal and family stress are causing issues on your farm, give us a call at 1-800-547-3276 or 
contact us through our website at www.nyfarmnet.org. 
 

NY FarmNet 

1-800-547-3276, www.nyfarmnet.org 

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline 

1-800-273-8255 (TALK), www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org 

Crisis Text Line Text “GOT 5” to 741-741, www.crisistextline.org 
********************************** 

 
Make Sure You Have Enough Water  
Dayton Maxwell, Farm Business Management 

Capital Area Agriculture and Horticulture Program 
Given the current state of society and the economy the title to this article could have various 
meanings.  For example, the title might infer continuous hand washing as your personal savior or 
hoarding water in your basement in case the world ends.  In any case, what I am referring to here 
is planning for liquidity.  Water refers to your business income stream and make sure is a refer-
ence to planning ahead.  Next to tapioca pudding the term liquidity is my favorite thing on the 
planet.  
 
From the standpoint of a business, liquidity refers to the ability of a firm to meet short term obli-
gations as such obligations become due. Short term obligations within your business include 
twelve-month operating expenses such as fuel, fertilizer, feed, and utilities, or loan payments due 
within the next twelve months.   
 
Given the current state of the general economy it’s difficult to fathom this virus related slow-
down in consumer spending not influencing commodity markets and retail sales.  For how long 
it’s difficult to determine but at least a blip type decrease in gross income is likely.  To manage 
this possible down-turn it’s important to maintain business liquidity.   
 
Business liquidity is maintained by making sure all suppliers and venders are paid current or 
even prepaid.  Strategic paydown of debt obligations (strategic meaning funds that can be rebor-
rowed to supplement liquidity), and maintenance of a healthy level of cash reserves are other 
venues where business liquidity can be established.  For those of you really concerned about 
holding cash reserves with relevance to income taxes, don’t worry, December 31, 2020 is 
months away.   
 
Working capital is an excellent gage of liquidity. Working capital measures per a specific date; 
the dollar values of cash, inventory readily converted to cash, accounts receivable, and prepaid 
expenses minus obligations such as accounts payable, lines of credit, accrued expenses, and prin-
cipal due within the next 12 months.  Ideally, the answer to this equation should be 20 to 30 per-

http://www.nyfarmnet.org/
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cent of total annual operating expenses.   
 
Please give me a call if you’d like to discuss working capital, and hang in there, this thing’s got 
to end sometime! 

 
Impact of processing plant closures 

 

Michael J. Baker, PhD Beef Cattle Specialist Cornell University 
 

What we know as of 3/30/2020. 
 

JBS in Souderton, PA closed due to confirmation of two COVID-19 cases. About 75% of their 
daily harvest was devoted to finished cattle and 25% to cull cows and bulls. Recently Cargill in 
Wyalusing, PA made the decision to only process cull cows and bulls. As of the date of this 
writing they are still in operation. Therefore the only significant buyer of finished cattle is not 
operating. They hope is to reassess in two weeks, but the decision to re-open depends on having 
an adequate workforce. Cargill is the major buyer of cull cows and bulls. Nicholas Meats in Lo-
ganton, PA is a mid-size plant and predominantly processes cull cows and bulls. The ramifica-
tions to producers is that prices will decline. Dr. Derell Peel, Oklahoma State Marketing Spe-
cials wrote in the recent article Cow-Calf Corner, “Economists often say that market prices are 
determined by supply and demand. What they really mean is more correctly stated as “market 
prices are determined by expectations of demand and supply”. We are currently in a position 
where supply cannot be confidently characterized. For now demand for beef can be more confi-
dently measured, and consumer demand is good, though reduced as restaurants are open for car-
ry out only. 
 
There are some larger processing plants in Michigan, Wisconsin and Georgia. Whether these 
plants will send buyers to purchase cattle is unknown at this time. If they do, the cost of freight 
and predicted shrink will increase. Also cows that might have made the ride to PA will either 
may not receive a bid or be greatly reduced due to risk of becoming non-ambulatory on the 
truck. 
 

What does this mean for you as a farmer? 
In New York Boner/Lean cows brought $51-$60/cwt the week of March 20-26, 2020. Prices 
this week are expected to be $5-$10 lower, and potentially going lower moving forward. Last 
week Choice and Prime 3-4 steers brought $112-$116/cwt. With a major buyer out of the pic-
ture, there is essentially no market for finished beef. (You can track NYS prices at https://
www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/feeder-and-replacement-cattle-auctions#NewYork.) 

It is important to understand that this is due to labor constraints. Employees with young chil-
dren that must be schooled at home, are now having to provide childcare and therefore may not 
be able to come to work. 
 
The best advice I have based on talking with buyers and livestock auction market managers is 
that unless you have cull cows or bulls that must be marketed, leave them on the farm. A Cor-
nell study showed that if space is available on the dairy, dry cows can maintain and in some cas-
es increase weight economically on weigh backs and supplemental energy http://
blogs.cornell.edu/beefcattle/covid-19/. Depending on how long this situation lasts, these cows 
can bring more money because they will be heavier and of higher quality. Also, remember that 

https://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/feeder-and-replacement-cattle-auctions#NewYork
https://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/feeder-and-replacement-cattle-auctions#NewYork
http://blogs.cornell.edu/beefcattle/covid-19/
http://blogs.cornell.edu/beefcattle/covid-19/
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weak cows which may have made the ride to Wyalusing Pa, may not make the ride to plants 
further west. A discussion with your veterinarian about euthanasia will assist in making the 
right decision. For additional information go to http://blogs.cornell.edu/beefcattle/covid- 19/. 
 

Market ready finished cattle should remain on feed, though I do grant this will cost more 
feed,and increase the risk of Yield Grade 4’s, which brings a significant discount. One can hope that 
these discounts may be relaxed once the plants start buying finished again. Though this is purely conjec-
ture, because processing YG 4 cattle increases the cost to the plant. 

 

I wish I had better advice. This is a rapidly moving and ever changing environment, nothing like we 
have ever experienced before. Stay away from as many people as you can, and when you can’t, practice 
social distancing. 

 
Other resources can be found at http://blogs.cornell.edu/beefcattle/. 
 

 
Agronomy Notes—Aaron Gabriel 

 
Business Planning—I would like to add my own thoughts relating to the current COVID-19 
situation.  It creates a lot of business uncertainty.  People are out of work and all types of busi-
nesses are being stressed.  Probably, the virus will be over in a couple of months, but we do not 
really know, and it will take some determination to bounce back.   
 There is a saying, “No news is good news.”  I never liked that saying.  “No news” 
means you do not know what is going on.  For business planning in this time of uncertainty, I 
think it would be wise to talk to your customers.  They will have a lot of uncertainty to share, 
but some information can be helpful.  Here are the questions I would be asking my customers, 
or of myself: 
 If selling hay to a stable—will the horse owners continue boarding their horses or will they 

be taking them home?  The horses will still need hay, but you now may need to market it to 
the horse owners rather than to the stable.  These owners may need some education on hay 
and feeding.  Can you provide that education?  (Or maybe call CCE for help.) 

 If selling hay to horse owners—will they be keeping their horses?  How many?  Will a tem-
porary reduction in hay price (or some free bales—it may be bad to lower your price) help 
them hold on to some?  

 If selling hay for beef or dairy cattle—how will cattle numbers change?  Will they be hold-
ing onto animals and need more hay, especially if there is a dry summer?   

 Some local beef sales are surging because of COVID-19 uncertainty.  Are these current cus-
tomers stocking up or new customers?  Some follow up with new customers could help you 
develop a long-term relationship.  What are their needs and wants?  How can you make 
your service convenient and helpful? 

 If selling grains for feed or food—similar types of questions as for selling hay can help you.  
What is the projected need in the future?  What trends are your grain customers seeing?  
Will their needs just be delayed until life is back to normal (longer storage on your part)? 

 If grain needs to be stored longer, then what is your plan for storing grain during warm 
summer months?  That is when insects and molds can be a real problem—do you have a 
plan?   

 If you have to store grains longer, think about the logistics for the 2020 harvest.  How much 
should you plant this spring?  Can you expand storage or put in temporary storage? 

Will your customer base be changing?  The foundation of any business is marketing—
servicing customers with what they need.  Think of sales as figuring out how you can solve a 

http://blogs.cornell.edu/beefcattle/covid-19/
http://blogs.cornell.edu/beefcattle/covid-19/
http://blogs.cornell.edu/beefcattle/
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problem for someone with your service/product or make their life easier.  Who needs what you 
have and how can you help them?  How will you find those people? 
 Those are just some simple thoughts that maybe will help.  You will be better at think-
ing through your business situation.  Think through your situation looking for opportunities, 
rather than thinking you are in trouble.  The thoughts we fill into our head will determine our 
behavior and outcome.  So, make it positive.  
 
Baleage Tips:  To make good balage, you have to plan ahead.  Here is a good ar ticle about 
making balage.  In short: 
 Only use high quality forage, not rained on. 
 Bale at 45% to 55% moisture 
 Bale tight bales 
 No matter how many layers of plastic, the total thickness should be 6 mil’s. 
 Wrap bales within 12 hours of baling. 
 https://www.farmprogress.com/crops/consider-these-5-factors-when-storing-baleage?NL=FP-
001&Issue=FP-001_20200325_FP-
001_878&sfvc4enews=42&cl=article_5&utm_rid=CPG02000002564878&utm_campaign=478
39&utm_medium=email&elq2=904006c54d3f4fb0ac914a8bb96d1a59  
You will find a complete set of resources about balage in the Hay Manual on our blog, http://
blogs.cornell.edu/capitalareaagandhortprogram/hay-manual/ . 
 
Soil Health—I produced another Soil Health video for your view pleasure and education—
Tiashoke Farm and Dragline Manure, https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JqbV9F1bjHA&t=3s .  
 
BMR Corn Silage—With more farmers growing crops for larger dairies, the question came up 
of the value of custom grown BMR corn silage.  This article is the result of the question.  (I re-
ally appreciate farmers’ questions.  It is the one’s I can’t immediately answer that help me 
learn.) 

Article is on the next page 
 

Value of Standing BMR corn silage vs conventional corn silage 
 
Potentially Additional Production Costs for BMR corn silage: 

Using the best land 
Foliar fungicide application 
10% yield drag generally based on Cornell hybrid trials 

These three factors increase selling price about 20% (see the calculations below) 
Higher seed costs (but not always) 
Higher fertility costs (but not always) 

 
 
It is generally still accepted that there can be an approximately 10% yield drag on with BMR 
and in general recent data from the NY & VT Corn Silage Hybrid Evaluation Program supports 
this.  

 
 

Year Average BMR Yield as % of Plot 

2018 93% 

2019 88% 

https://www.farmprogress.com/crops/consider-these-5-factors-when-storing-baleage?NL=FP-001&Issue=FP-001_20200325_FP-001_878&sfvc4enews=42&cl=article_5&utm_rid=CPG02000002564878&utm_campaign=47839&utm_medium=email&elq2=904006c54d3f4fb0ac914a8bb96d1a59
https://www.farmprogress.com/crops/consider-these-5-factors-when-storing-baleage?NL=FP-001&Issue=FP-001_20200325_FP-001_878&sfvc4enews=42&cl=article_5&utm_rid=CPG02000002564878&utm_campaign=47839&utm_medium=email&elq2=904006c54d3f4fb0ac914a8bb96d1a59
https://www.farmprogress.com/crops/consider-these-5-factors-when-storing-baleage?NL=FP-001&Issue=FP-001_20200325_FP-001_878&sfvc4enews=42&cl=article_5&utm_rid=CPG02000002564878&utm_campaign=47839&utm_medium=email&elq2=904006c54d3f4fb0ac914a8bb96d1a59
https://www.farmprogress.com/crops/consider-these-5-factors-when-storing-baleage?NL=FP-001&Issue=FP-001_20200325_FP-001_878&sfvc4enews=42&cl=article_5&utm_rid=CPG02000002564878&utm_campaign=47839&utm_medium=email&elq2=904006c54d3f4fb0ac914a8bb96d1a59
http://blogs.cornell.edu/capitalareaagandhortprogram/hay-manual/
http://blogs.cornell.edu/capitalareaagandhortprogram/hay-manual/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqbV9F1bjHA&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqbV9F1bjHA&t=3s
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So if a farmer is selling standing BMR corn silage, adding 10% to the cost per ton would ac-
count for the lower yield – as a rough value.  
 
The added growing cost in terms of using better land is easy to quantify if you know the land 
rental rates.  The added costs fungicides can be determined from local custom applicators.  
 
 
Soil Fertility – BMR does perform best with proper nutrition but the performance of any corn 
hybrid is going to be optimized with proper nutrition so that should be our goal for all.  
 
Seed Cost – In some cases seed cost for BMR can be slightly higher but in many cases the cost 
difference is related to the pest trait package, not the fact that it is a BMR hybrid.  If you com-
pare apples to apples on trait such as glyphosate tolerant and rootworm resistance then prices 
are often similar. An issue might be that some BMR hybrids only come with a high end trait 
package and may include traits you do not need for certain acres (i.e. rootworm protection on 
first year corn).  With all corn hybrid selections it is a best practice, for both economic and trait 
stewardship reasons, to select that trait package that fits each acre so work with your seed deal-
er to find the best fit regardless of if the hybrid is BMR. 
 
Milk response to Fiber Digestibility and Potential of BMR 
 
A study by Oba and Allen, 1999, J. Dairy Sci. 82:589 is often cited for showing that a one unit 
increase in fiber digestibility (NDFd) results in:  

0.33 lb/d increase in dry matter intake 
0.55 lb/d increase in 4% fat corrected milk 

So a 10 unit increase in NDFd would be worth approximately 5.5 lbs of milk. In the 2019 NY 
& VT Corn trials the average NDFd of all the conventional hybrids was 54.9 while the average 
NDFd of the BMR entries  was 64.2 (9.3 unit difference). 
 
The buyer must understand how to feed BMR corn silage to get its maximum benefit.   If the 
farm doesn’t buy into the whole BMR system (separate storage, targeted feeding to high pro-
ducing cows) then they may not see any milk gain (or lower feed cost).  A study by Larry 
Chase at Cornell showed where milk production didn’t increase at all but feed cost went down 
for the same milk which may be another viable strategy with BMR. 

 
 
Also from the buyer standpoint, cows eat more BMR because it is more digestible so they have 
to grow/buy more tons. The Oba and Allen study also showed an increase of 0.33 lbs of dry 
matter intake per unit increase in NDFd.  So from the 2019 Corn Trails (9.3 unit increase in 
NDFd) that would mean 5.1 lbs more milk and a cow would eat 3.07 lbs more to make that 
milk. It is very important to realize that actual differences in milk production will vary widely 
and could be higher or lower than this value.  
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For general planning purposes some farms say that it yields 10% less and the cows eat 10% 
more so they need 20% more acres.   
 
Assume the BMR corn silage is being bought standing in the field by the ton.  If I am the seller 
and I normally average 20 tons/acre and sell it for $28/ton (standing at 35% DM), then:   
Yield drag: $28/ton / 0.9 = $31.11/ton 
Land rent estimate: $10/acre higher /18 tons/acre = $0.56/ton 
Fungicide (rough estimate): $45/acre / 18 tons/acre = $2.5/ton 
Sum = $34.17/ ton selling price for BMR corn silage (~$6 more than conventional)* 
*Note: For the dairy producer, this does not account for the additional feed inventory needed 
to address the higher feed intake per cow.   
 
So if I am the buyer, am I willing to pay ~$6 more per ton? 
This is really rough math but in a high forage, high corn silage diet each cow may receive 25 
lbs of dry matter from corn silage so one ton would feed roughly 28 cows for one day. Using 
the 2019 NY &VT trial data if that resulted in 5.1 lbs additional milk per cow that equates to an 
extra 142 lbs of milk per day. Using a milk price of $19/cwt that would equal an additional 
$26.98 in milk production. So if we subtract off the extra cost per acre to grow the crop then in 
this scenario the dairy producer still has a net gain in milk income. 
 
These number offer a rough starting point, and are only intended as an example. Use this 
as a template to plug in your own cost.   

 
 

Cover Crops—Cover crops are very versatile.  Here is an adaptive management tool to help in 
deciding how to manage cover crops.  Conditions change during the season and so can your 
management.  This adaptive management tool from Matt Ryan, Cornell University, may be 
helpful. 


